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Economic games often assume that people see what the other

wants, and that cooperation brings about substantial costs. We

examine social mindfulness and social hostility, relatively non-

costly actions, that require a social mind, and that may have

profound effects on others. Four propositions delineate the

causes, workings, and consequences of social mindfulness

and social hostility. The broad take-home message is that it

often takes only a small gesture to promote and perhaps

restore trust and cooperation (social mindfulness) or an equally

small gesture to signal the wish to keep distance or spite the

other (social hostility). Either way, it is not only outcomes that

matter, but also the thought that counts.
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Human cooperation is often used as a broad umbrella for

the study of all behavior involving giving and taking,

sharing and keeping, and trust and distrust. Theoretically

rooted in classic and contemporary formulations of game

theory and social decision making, it has benefited from

insights from evolutionary science, economics, mathemat-

ics, psychology, neuroscience, political science, and more.

Methodologically, it has been captured in experimental

games (or economic games) rooted in game theory, such as

public good dilemmas, resource dilemma, dictator game,

ultimatum bargaining game, and the trust game. Clear

strengths of these games are the strong focus on behavior

rather than attitudes or self-reported behavior, the preci-

sion of the operationalization of abstract concepts (such as

forgiveness, trust, or behavioral altruism), and the possibil-

ity to study motives that would cause ethical or practical

complexities in other methodological approaches (for

motives such as aggression or revenge, see Ref. [1]).

At the same time, the broad literature on human coop-

eration has also been somewhat cornered by its own
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methodology by adopting two implicit assumptions that

do not do justice to the variety of everyday interpersonal

situations, even if many resemble social dilemmas. The

first assumption is that cooperation should always in-

volve a substantial material cost. This is evident in the

prototypical prisoner’s dilemma, where cooperation of-

ten entails a cost to the self that is quite substantial, even

relative to the benefit it provides to the other [2]. Yet in

everyday life, what often matters is sharing ‘resources’

that often are not tangible and not very costly at all. For

example, the common desire to be recognized and

appreciated can easily be fulfilled by a relatively cost-

free compliment. Small gestures like this often have

profound benefits.

A second claim that does not accord with reality is that

people always see what others want. This is structurally

embedded in most economic games; participants usually

receive explicit information about their own and other’s

outcomes or payoffs (exceptions are economic games with

incomplete information or noise [3–5]). However, in

many everyday situations, people do not always con-

sciously recognize (‘see’) what others want, how much

they want it, or even that they are interdependent.

Another’s preferences may go by unseen because in many

situations our attention is focused on our own needs and

wishes. For example, people blocking the aisle in a

grocery store are often unaware that they are slightly

frustrating to those who have to wait.

The broader point is that one needs to see another’s

preferences to be able to act upon them, at least inten-

tionally. Sometimes human cooperation is simply hin-

dered by the fact that people do not see that they can.

With that in mind, the study of cooperation may benefit

from a new approach that takes into account that many

social solutions do not need big investments, and that a lot

depends on the current mindset with which people

approach one another. In this brief review, we want to

share our initial insights, experience, and knowledge

about a new line of research on social mindfulness that

we started five years ago.

Conceptualization and definition
Social mindfulness is being thoughtful of others in the

present moment, and considering their needs and wishes

before making a decision. This we operationalized as

‘making other-regarding choices involving both skill

and will to act mindfully toward other people’s control

over outcomes’ ([6��], p. 86). An example would be a

situation where John and Richard enter a pub for a beer.

The bartender says that he usually has Budweiser and
www.sciencedirect.com
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Miller on tap, but today he unfortunately has only a single

pint of Miller left. If John wants to be polite, he’ll just

order a Bud, so Richard has still something to choose

from. Straight-out ordering the Miller without consulting

Richard first would actually take this option away.

This example illustrates two important points. First,

socially mindful behavior does not necessarily require

big sacrifices. In fact, it often concerns relatively mun-

dane costs, but spending these is still seen and appre-

ciated by the second person. This addresses the first

limitation of research on social dilemmas and economic

games, where the absolute size of the costs exceeds the

benefits for the second person [1].

Second, social mindfulness involves a ‘social mind’ that

recognizes the needs and wishes of others in the present

moment. Without this, people may not even see the

others’ preferences. The kind of prosocial behavior asso-

ciated with social mindfulness requires that people (a) see

what others may want, and (b) act accordingly. If people

do not notice the option of being socially mindful, they

are unlikely to act socially mindful beyond chance. How-

ever, being consistently unmindful may also be the result

of social hostility, or the flip side of social mindfulness.

While social mindfulness implies an above-chance tenden-

cy of choosing the non-unique option, social hostility

implies an above-chance tendency to take the unique

option, thereby limiting the other person’s options. As such,

in this paradigm, social mindfulness and social hostility

represent two opposing orientations, with indifference in

between. Whereas social mindfulness and social hostility

are directional, indifference means that people exhibit a

tendency toward randomness in choosing the unique or

non-unique option, which could be intentional or not.

So far, we have been measuring social mindfulness under

the logic of having to choose between a unique and a

multiplied product (see Figure 1). We acknowledge that

social mindfulness is a much broader concept, and there

will be ‘many roads leading to Rome.’ We see our recently

developed paradigm as a promising start, however, be-

cause this paradigm combines the benefits of many eco-

nomic games (behavioral, precise, and efficient) with

overcoming some of their limitations. It allows us to enter

a world of interdependence that involves low-cost proso-

ciality in conjunction with the necessary social mind to

look at actual socially mindful behavior. The same rea-

soning applies to social hostility.

Propositions
In the next section, we will share four evidence-based

propositions, or relatively general principles. As with

nearly any scientific proposition, these principles un-

doubtedly will be subject to scientific revision, refine-

ment, and progress. We hope indeed that they will inspire
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future research and theorizing; whether they confirm,

refine, or falsify our propositions.

Proposition 1.

Social mindfulness and social hostility represent basic
orientations

The concept of ‘basic orientation’ is meant as a description

of a motivational state. It is located within a person (as

personality variable), but can also be activated by relational

(e.g., who the other is) or contextual variables (e.g., social

norms communicated in a situation). Yet, social mindful-

ness is not only a motivational state. It is also closely linked

to activating a social mind with clear cognitive components

and neurological substrates. As such, it is also possible, if

not likely, that social mindfulness can be affected by

variables linked to cognitive control, such as cognitive load

or time pressure, and is connected to executive control.

And finally, this state should also be meaningfully con-

nected to affect or guided by specific emotions.

Recent evidence shows that social mindfulness is posi-

tively correlated with individual differences in prosocial

orientation, as assessed with a series of decomposed

games (self-other allocations economic games; the slider

measure [7]), .20 < r < .40, as well as self-reports of

empathy, perspective-taking and the assessments of hu-

mility and honesty that address complementary forms of

prosocial personality. The correlations, especially with

the self-reports, are reliable but modest in size,

.15 < r < .30, which we regard as good from the measure-

ment perspective (some similarity, convergent validity) as

well as from a conceptual point of view (some more

uniqueness, divergent validity).

Evidence indicates that relational variables also impact

social mindfulness and hostility. People are more mindful

of their friends than of strangers [8]. Also, research un-

covered that people are more mindful of strangers with a

trustworthy than with an untrustworthy face [6��]. What is

most novel, perhaps, is that another person can activate

social hostility. In an online study we asked people to

bring to mind people that would elicit intense feelings of

dislike ‘even when only thinking of this person’ [9]. Such

a disliked person elicited significantly less social mind-

fulness than a random stranger. Also, under such condi-

tions, the number of socially unmindful choices tends to

be larger than the number of socially mindful choices.

This indicates that quite a number of participants exhib-

ited consistent forms of social unmindfulness, conceptu-

alized as social hostility. Similar levels of social hostility

were obtained among high-level young soccer players

when asked to think of a player from a rival club.

Social hostility could reflect an active desire to frustrate

the other person by blocking goal pursuit, but a somewhat
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2015, 3:18–24
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Figure 1

(a)

(SoMi) 

(b)

(Con trol) 

Which product would you choose? You pick first, then the other!

Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 

Four example trials from the SoMi paradigm. In a dyadic setting (the participant and someone else), participants are asked to choose one of the

products that are shown onscreen: ‘What if each of you could take one of these products?’ Depending on the design of the experiment, the usual

instruction is that they are the first to choose, followed by the other. The ratio of products to choose from varies between one unique versus two

identical (i.e., multiplied), and one unique versus three identical products. Control trials offer two versus two or three identical products. The

paradigm consists of 24 trials in total, divided over 12 experimental (panel A) and 12 control trials (panel B), using 12 separate categories of

products. The 24 trials are offered in fully randomized order, with the products randomly placed on a horizontal line. Each category of products is

used twice, divided over the trials in such a way that all products are part of an experimental as well of a control trial; if it is offered once in a 3-

structure, it will also be part of a 4-structure. Social mindfulness is calculated as the proportion of socially mindful choices in the experimental

trials (0–1). See also www.socialmindfulness.nl.
more lenient interpretation may be that it leaves little

doubt in signaling distance and disinterest in the other

person. Still, this leaves open the possibility that aggres-

sion, escalated conflict, and feelings of dislike and hate

can be rooted in relatively subtle actions such as social

hostility – by which people might feel excluded,

neglected, and disrespected.

Proposition 2.

General norms favor social mindfulness over social hostility

It is normative to behave cooperatively in a prisoner’s

dilemma, to share the resources in an ultimatum bargaining
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or dictator game, and to contribute to public good dilem-

mas. Across these various games, cooperation is viewed as

appropriate and moral, while non-cooperation tends to be

viewed as inappropriate and immoral [10]. This normative

frame might guide our expectations of others’ behavior

(e.g., people expect far more cooperation from others who

are seen as honest [11]) and heuristic interpretations of

others’ behavior or situations [12].

Given that cooperative action in these economic games

brings along substantial costs, we suggest that it is even

more normative to cooperate in situations of social mind-

fulness. Why not be forthcoming if the costs of doing so
www.sciencedirect.com
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are trivial — and the benefits for the other quite substan-

tial? But reversely, it may be more accurate to note that

acting unmindfully runs counter to norms. Behaving in

line with accepted social norms is appreciated and

expected, but violating such norms does catch the eye

and is disapproved in most situations. Ultimately, it only

takes little to signal liking or respect.

When thinking about norms, it may be good to make a

distinction between descriptive norms (guided by what

most people do) and injunctive norms (guided by what

most people approve of Ref. [13]). In our research, we

have seen that with strangers most people tend to behave

somewhat socially mindful, often choosing the non-

unique option at least 60% of the times. Across various

studies in which we studied age ranges from 20 to 50, we

have also seen that these percentages might be slightly

higher as people are older [9]. This result is consistent

with earlier evidence showing more prosociality as people

are older [14]. But importantly, perhaps it also becomes

somewhat more normative, in an injunctive sense, to

disapprove of social unmindfulness as people are older.

Proposition 3.

Consistent social mindfulness and social hostility partially
involve conscious processing

We already noted that social mindfulness and social

hostility can be conceptualized as basic orientations that

reflect motivational states as well as a cognition and affect.

Cognition is important, because it is intrinsically related

to the concept of social mindfulness and social hostility;

both take a social mind. The logic that ‘one needs to see it

to be able to act upon it’ underlies both. There is not much

research on these processes,  but we fully expect that social

mindfulness and social hostility will be undermined by

competing sources of attention (cognitive load), time pres-

sure, or alternative sources of distraction that conflict with

executive functioning that enables people ‘to see’ the con-

sequences of one’s actions for others. Interestingly, at pres-

ent there is debate as to whether cooperation in economic

games is deliberative or more automatic (see Ref. [15]). We

suggest that social mindfulness and social hostility must

involve cognition (‘to see it’), and therefore are unlikely to

be completely automatic; some executive functioning is

required. It clearly awaits future research to address this

proposition for social mindfulness and social hostility.

Proposition 4.

Social mindfulness promotes trust, closeness, and cooperation,
whereas social hostility promotes distrust, distance, and spite

In Proposition 2, we already outlined that it should be

normative to act in a socially mindful manner — or at least

not to act unmindfully. We have conducted two compara-

ble studies that addressed these issues ([6��], Study 2a and
www.sciencedirect.com 
b). We compared judgments regarding (a) a person who

chose the non-unique object twice, (b) a person who chose

the unique and the non-unique object, and (c) a person who

chose the unique object twice. Both studies revealed that

the first two persons were viewed as quite nice and trust-

worthy. But the person who opted for the unique object

twice was viewed as far less nice, less trustworthy, and more

selfish than the other two. Although presumably it is

normative to behave socially mindful, it seems that people

do give each other the benefit of the doubt. The plausible

explanation is that people might come to understand that

the other person has not ‘seen’ it (yet). Pursuing this

reasoning further, it is quite possible that people see

another person’s random choices — some random mixture

of choosing the unique and non-unique object — as caused

by the actor not seeing it, rather than in terms of bad intent.

Still, it can be a signal conveying ‘indifference.’

When comparing these results to research on social

dilemmas, we see that observers are more lenient, and

perhaps more forgiving, of a socially unmindful choice

than of a non-cooperative choice. In social dilemmas,

many people assign great importance to a single non-

cooperative choice, and respond non-cooperatively. An

interesting question is, of course, which model is more

accurate: The one suggested by social dilemma research

or the one suggested by social mindfulness research. We

think the latter, the reason being that everyday life is

strongly colored by misty clouds (or noise), which is why

leniency or a benefit-of-the-doubt-approach is probably

functional and common in daily interactions [4,5]. But

still, if people exhibit social hostility — social unmindful-

ness with high consistency — initial doubts can be

replaced with greater confidence. Future research could

assess at what point people replace leniency with distrust

and hostility.

Concluding remarks
However subtle, social mindfulness and social hostility

refer to behavior that can have profound consequences for

interpersonal relations. Social mindfulness is likely to

promote trust and cooperation, whereas social hostility

is likely to promote distrust, distance, or even aggression.

Moreover, it focuses on a domain of situations, and

hence a domain of social behavior, that has been largely

overlooked in the extant literature on social dilemmas

and other economic games. The same holds for the

notion that it often takes a social mind to see that we

can behave in a socially mindful manner. The broad

take-home message is that it often only takes a small

gesture to promote and perhaps restore trust and coop-

eration, or undermine them and inspire even aggression.

Either way, it is not only the outcomes that matter. It is

also the thought that counts.
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